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Figure 1: Rapid interactive comparison of two models’ network responses through activations of two selected “dog-relevant” neurons
(middle) and predicted target classes (right) to input scene perturbations of a dog (left): Removing the texture leaves the 3D model with a
smooth surface and causes a standard model to identify a piggy bank instead of a dog, while an adversarially trained model identifies a white
dog breed (Siberian Husky). Activations of dog-relevant neurons in the standard model decrease due to missing texture information.

Abstract
While convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have found wide adoption as state-of-the-art models for image-related tasks,
their predictions are often highly sensitive to small input perturbations, which the human vision is robust against. This paper
presents Perturber, a web-based application that allows users to instantaneously explore how CNN activations and predictions
evolve when a 3D input scene is interactively perturbed. Perturber offers a large variety of scene modifications, such as camera
controls, lighting and shading effects, background modifications, object morphing, as well as adversarial attacks, to facilitate
the discovery of potential vulnerabilities. Fine-tuned model versions can be directly compared for qualitative evaluation of their
robustness. Case studies with machine learning experts have shown that Perturber helps users to quickly generate hypotheses
about model vulnerabilities and to qualitatively compare model behavior. Using quantitative analyses, we could replicate users’
insights with other CNN architectures and input images, yielding new insights about the vulnerability of adversarially trained
models.

CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Visualization systems and tools; • Computing methodologies → Machine learning;

1. Introduction

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) achieve impressive results
in a variety of applications, such as image classification [KSH17]
or object detection [RHGS17]. The performance of a CNN trained

on a given training data set is typically assessed in terms of predic-
tion accuracy on a held-out validation dataset. If the statistical dis-
tributions of the training and validation set differ, the high perfor-
mance can drop precipitously. In that case, the model is not robust
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against the variability within the validation data. CNN robustness
has been shown to be affected by image perturbations such as crop-
ping [ZSLG16], blur [DK16], high-frequency noise [YLS∗19], or
texture variations [GRM∗19]. Prominent examples of noise pertur-
bation are adversarial attacks: Single pixels of an input image are
changed slightly such that a CNN misclassifies it [SZS∗14]. To hu-
mans, these changes are typically imperceptible, and they would
still assign the correct labels.

Robustness is a highly safety-critical aspect of CNNs in vari-
ous applications, such as self-driving cars [LHA∗20]. For exam-
ple, researchers have demonstrated how targeted yet unsuspicious
changes of traffic signs can cause CNNs to consistently miss stop
signs [EEF∗18]. Understanding which factors influence the robust-
ness of CNNs and, consequently, designing and evaluating more
robust models are therefore research topics of central importance
in the machine learning community [GSS14, SZS∗14, MMS∗19,
LHG∗21].

To create a basis for tackling robustness, researchers aim to gain
a better general understanding of which image features CNNs are
most sensitive to and how this sensitivity differs from human vi-
sual perception [BHL∗21]. For example, Geirhos et al. [GRM∗19]
investigated the influence of shape versus texture on humans and
CNNs in image classification and found a strong bias for tex-
ture in CNNs. This texture bias was also confirmed by Zhang and
Zhu [ZZ19] by evaluating the effect of image saturation or random
shuffling of image patches. Through systematic analysis of image
perturbation in the Fourier domain, Yin et al. [YLS∗19] could show
that CNNs are highly sensitive to high-frequency perturbations.

A common way to improve robustness is to train models on more
variable input images, using data augmentation methods [PW17],
image stylization [GRM∗19], or adversarial examples [MMS∗19].
To evaluate the performance of these improved models, they are
then compared to standard CNN models. To perform these analy-
ses, researchers automatically perturb images offline, log the pre-
dictions for each perturbed input image, and compare the results
between models. According to our collaborating domain experts,
such experiments take several hours to set up and include time-
consuming parameter searches. For some experiments, it is not
even possible to determine network performance fully automati-
cally as the ground truth of the input images also becomes unclear
for humans because of the performed image perturbations. Clearly,
these factors severely limit machine learning experts to quickly ex-
plore factors of image perturbation that may impact CNN perfor-
mance.

We hypothesize that being able to interactively manipulate a
synthetic input scene with a large and diverse set of visual per-
turbation parameters and observing the changing activations and
predictions instantly will allow researchers to quickly generate hy-
potheses and build a stronger intuition for potential vulnerabili-
ties of CNNs. In this work, we therefore introduce Perturber – a
novel real-time experimentation interface for exploratory analysis
of model robustness (see Figure 1). Our work provides the follow-
ing contributions:

1. Interactive input perturbations of 3D scenes in combination with
feature visualizations, activation maps, and model predictions as
a novel approach to interactively explore model robustness.

2. A direct comparison interface for qualitative visual validation of
more robust, fine-tuned model variants.

3. Implementation of a publicly accessible web-based VA tool
(http://perturber.stefansietzen.at/) that sup-
ports a large variety of perturbation methods of 3D input scenes
and visualizes the model responses in real-time.

4. Observations from case studies with machine learning experts
demonstrating that live inspection of input perturbations allows
experts to visually explore known vulnerabilities, to compare
model behaviors, and to generate new hypotheses concerning
model robustness.

5. Quantitative verification of selected user observations from the
case study shedding new light on the robustness of adversarially
trained models.

2. Related Work

In recent years, a wide spectrum of deep learning visualization
methods has emerged. For a comprehensive overview of visual
analytics (VA) for deep learning, we refer the reader to a survey
by Hohman et al. [HKPC19]. For example, graph structure visu-
alizations, such as the TensorFlow Graph Visualizer [WSW∗18],
help users to get a better understanding of their models’ struc-
ture, which comprise numerous layers and connections. Others,
such as DeepEyes [PHVG∗18] and DeepTracker [LCJ∗19], track
detailed metrics throughout the training process to facilitate the
identification of model problems or anomalous iterations. Ex-
plAIner [SSSEA20] goes beyond monitoring and also integrates
different steering mechanisms to help users understand and opti-
mize their models. A case study using a VA system to assess a
model’s performance to detect and classify traffic lights has shown
that interactive VA systems can successfully guide experts to im-
prove their training data [GZL∗20].

While these examples all focus on the inspection of a sin-
gle model, others support model comparisons. For example, us-
ing REMAP [CPCS20], users can rapidly create model architec-
tures through ablations (i.e., removing single layers of an existing
model) and variations (i.e., creating new models through layer re-
placements) and compare the created models by their structure and
performance. Ma et al. [MFH∗20] designed multiple coordinated
views to help experts analyze network model behaviors after trans-
fer learning. CNNComparator [ZHP∗17] uses multiple coordinated
views to compare the architecture and the prediction of a selected
input image between two CNNs. Model comparison is also a cru-
cial aspect of our work. However, the focus of the present work lies
on fluid modification of input stimuli and instantaneous analysis
and comparison of the network responses. Thus, we let users gen-
erate and perturb input images from 3D scenes in a “playground-
like” manner rather than letting the user select input images with a
ground-truth class label.

Interactive “playgrounds” require relatively little underlying
deep learning knowledge and can be used for educational purposes.
For more informed users, they are valuable for building an intu-
ition and validating knowledge from literature [KTC∗19]. Notable
examples are TensorFlow Playground [SCS∗17], which supports
the interactive modification and training of DNNs in the browser,
and GANLab [KTC∗19], which is designed in a similar style and
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supports experimentation with Generative Adversarial Networks.
CNN Explainer [WTS∗20] provides a visual explanation of the in-
ner workings of a CNN by showing connections between layers and
activation maps, allowing the user to choose the input from a fixed
collection of images. More similarly to our work, Harley [Har15]
provides an online tool where users can draw digits onto a canvas.
Then, the responses of all neurons in a simple MNIST-trained net-
work are visualized in real-time. Adversarial Playground [NQ17]
allows users to interactively generate adversarial attacks and in-
stantly observe the predictions of a simple MNIST-trained network.
To support interactive probing of model responses based on input
modifications, Prospector [KPN16], the what-if-tool [WPB∗20],
and NLIZE [LLL∗18] allow users to interrogate the model by vary-
ing the input in the domains of tabular data and natural language
processing, respectively. These works inspired us to build a system
that lets users interactively explore model robustness through in-
put perturbations. In contrast to prior work, Perturber operates on
complex CNN models, such as Inception-V1 trained on ImageNet,
and can be used to discover and explain vulnerabilities to complex
input scenes, like animals or man-made objects in different envi-
ronments.

To explain a CNN model, there are powerful methods to reveal
the role of a network’s hidden units by visualizing their learned
features. Feature visualization is an activation maximization tech-
nique, which was improved by combining a variety of regular-
ization techniques [YCN∗15,OMS17]. Feature visualizations have
been used to identify and characterize causal connections of neu-
rons in CNNs [CCG∗20], and to comprehensively document the
role of individual neurons in large CNNs [Ope]. Within VA tools,
feature visualizations have been used to compare learned features
before and after transfer learning [MFH∗20] or to visualize a graph
of the most relevant neurons and their connections for a selected
target class [HPRC20]. Similarly, Bluff [DPW∗20] shows a graph
containing the most relevant neurons explaining precomputed ad-
versarial attacks, where neurons are represented by their feature
visualizations.

Other powerful interpretability methods are saliency maps (or
attribution maps), which show the saliency of the input image’s
regions with respect to the selected target class or network com-
ponent [SVZ13]. Saliency maps and other gradient-based methods
like LRP [LBM∗16], Integrated Gradients [STY17], or Grad-CAM
[SCD∗17], however, require a computationally expensive back-
propagation pass. A very simple solution to reveal relevant image
regions for a model’s prediction is to directly visualize the forward-
propagation activations of selected feature maps in intermediate
layers. For example, the DeepVis Toolbox [YCN∗15] shows live
visualizations of CNN activations from a webcam feed. The goal
is to get a general intuition what features a CNN has learned. AE-
Vis [LLS∗18] shows activations of neurons to a pre-defined set of
input images along a “datapath visualization”. This visualization
allows users to trace the effects of adversarial attacks through the
hidden layers of a network. Datapaths are formed by critical neu-
rons and their connections that are responsible for the predictions.
Like the DeepVis Toolbox [YCN∗15], Perturber visualizes activa-
tions and predictions based on live input. The major difference is
that Perturber generates input images from an interactive 3D scene
and provides a rich palette of input perturbation methods to grad-

ually explore potential vulnerabilities of a model. In addition, it
facilitates direct comparison between a standard model and a more
robust variation thereof to explore the benefits and limitations of
model variations.

3. Perturber Interface

The high-level goal of Perturber is to interactively explore potential
sources of vulnerabilities for CNNs to facilitate the design of more
robust models. Through constant exchange between visualization
researchers and machine learning experts investigating model inter-
pretability and robustness, we identified four central requirements
of a VA application to support exploratory analysis and qualitative
validation of model robustness:

R1: Rich online input perturbation of a representative scene
is essential to quickly generate input images for which model re-
sponses can be investigated. The system should provide a large va-
riety of possible perturbation parameters and allow a flexible com-
bination of these perturbations.

R2: To understand what makes a model robust, it is not sufficient
to understand how a model responds to the perturbed input but also
why the model’s responses change. To this end, looking not only
at the input and output, but particularly at the numerous hidden
layers is inevitable when trying to understand what makes a model
react unpredictably for humans.

R3: Interactivity can help users to build intuitions through dy-
namic experiments [KC19]. We thus aim to make the model re-
sponses to input perturbations instantly visible to support a fluid
feedback loop in a playground-like environment.

R4: Robustness can be achieved by training models on more
versatile input images, using data augmentation methods, such
as affine image transformations, image stylization, or adversarial
training. A direct visual comparison between the standard CNN
model and its more robust fine-tuned version are necessary for a
first qualitative validation whether a fine-tuned model is generally
more robust to input perturbations or only selectively more robust
to specific perturbations it has been trained on.

Perturber supports these four core requirements through a highly
interactive web-based playground consisting of the following com-
ponents: the 3D input scene (Section 3.1, Figure 2 A), the perturba-
tion control (Section 3.2, Figure 2 B-C), the prediction view (Sec-
tion 3.3, Figure 2 F), and the (comparative) neuron activation view
(Section 3.4, Figure 2 E-D). These views allow for a qualitative in-
spection of the effects of input scene perturbations on one or two
selected models (Section 3.5).

Conceptually, Perturber can handle any CNN architecture. The
current version supports models based on the Inception-V1 (also
called GoogLeNet) [SLJ∗15] architecture. Our standard model
was trained on ImageNet [RDS∗15]. We use a pre-trained model
with weights accessible through the Lucid feature visualization li-
brary [OMS17].

3.1. Input Scene

The input image is generated from an interactive 3D scene that can
be manipulated in numerous ways (Section 3.2). In computer vi-
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Figure 2: Perturber interface: users manipulate the 3D scene (A) through a large variety of input perturbation methods that are grouped
into functional categories (B). Per category, input perturbations can be seamlessly controlled through sliders (see inset (C)). Users can select
two models to compare, as well as a set of neurons from dedicated layers (D). For the selected neurons and models, respectively, neuron
responses are visualized live (E). Top-5 predictions for both models are shown as logits or probabilities along with an image example (F).

sion projects, rendered images are often used instead of – or in
addition to – photographs for training CNNs [SQLG15]. Quan-
titative experiments have shown that, for high-level computer vi-
sion algorithms, the gap between synthetic and real images is fairly
small [GWCV16]. CNN responses were shown to be consistent be-
tween simple rendered 3D models and natural images [AR15]. In-
teractive exploration of CNN responses based on synthetic scenes
therefore seems to be sufficiently representative of real-world appli-
cations. The major advantage of a synthetic 3D scene is that pertur-
bation factors can be easily disentangled. That means, input modi-
fications can be flexibly applied independently from each other to
assess their isolated effects as well as their interactions.

Out of the 1000 ImageNet classes, 90 of them are dog breeds.
Therefore, there are numerous neurons in our Inception-V1 model
that specialize in dog-related patterns, such as snouts, head-
orientations, fur, eyes, ears, etc. As a consequence, we chose a dog
as our main foreground 3D object to represent this special signifi-
cance and to feed an input image that many hand-identified neuron
circuits [CCG∗20] respond to strongly. As a second 3D model, we
provide a vehicle, which has very different characteristics from a
dog and is a commonly analyzed object in the machine learning
community (e.g., [GWCV16, AR15]). In addition, users can up-
load custom 3D models. This way, users can verify observations
they have made also with other models.

3.2. Perturbation Control

The core principle of Perturber is that the user can flexibly vary
the perturbation factors they want to explore (R1) and observe their
effects instantly (R3). Below the input scene view, Perturber pro-
vides sliders for seamless control of the perturbations (Figure 2 C).
Perturber provides more than 20 scene perturbation factors, as well

as all possible combinations between these factors. We group these
perturbation methods into the following categories:

Geometry perturbations, such as rotation, translation, or crop-
ping an image, are classic perturbations a CNN might be sensitive
to [ZSLG16, ACW18, ETT∗19]. Therefore, affine image transfor-
mations are also a common data augmentation method for more ro-
bust training [PW17]. We support geometric perturbations through
simple camera controls, which allow the user to arbitrarily orbit
around the 3D model, as well as to freely zoom and pan the scene
to create image cropping effects. In addition, users can rotate the
camera around the z-axis to simulate image rotation.

Scene perturbations that may seem irrelevant for human ob-
servers may easily confuse a standard CNN model. For example,
changing the background [XEIM20] can have a tremendous effect
on the prediction. We, therefore, support various scene perturba-
tion operations, such as changing the background image, as well as
modifying the lighting and texture parameters of the main object
(see Figure 3). Through combinations of these parameters, special-
ized perturbations, such as silhouette images, can be generated (see
Figure 3 bottom right).

Shape perturbations let users morph the shape of the main scene
object into another one. Perturber currently supports morphing be-
tween dog and cat, as well as between a firetruck and a race car. By
morphing the shape of an object independently from its texture, the
texture-shape cue conflict [GRM∗19] can be investigated.

Color perturbations act on the rasterized 2d image. We support
individual post-processing effects, such as alpha blending to black,
hue shifting, and (de-)saturation. In addition to these parameters,
users are provided with a text field where they can write their own
GLSL code, taking a single parameter which is controlled by the
slider. The code snippet defaults to code for contrast adjustment.
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Figure 3: Scene perturbations – first row: original scene, no light-
ing influence, full background blur, different background image;
second row: no texture influence, full texture blur, lowest back-
ground saturation, combination of background saturation, lighting
influence, texture influence, and background blur. All perturbation
parameters can be controlled seamlessly.

Using these post-processing effects, users can assess the models’
surprisingly high robustness against low contrast [DK16] and low
image saturation [SLL20].

Frequency perturbations selectively modify different image fre-
quencies. Perturber provides three-parameter frequency decompo-
sition that splits the image into low and high-frequency bands,
which is achieved by Laplacian decomposition. Through selec-
tive frequency suppression, users can investigate phenomena such
as the one described by Yin et al. [YLS∗19], where the authors
show that adversarially trained networks are robust against high-
frequency perturbations but very sensitive to low-frequency pertur-
bations.

Spatial perturbations are post-processing effects systematically
changing the image’s pixel order. Perturber supports patch shuf-
fling, which was used by Zhang and Zhu [ZZ19] to reveal a model’s
sensitivity to global structure, which gets highly disturbed for hu-
man observers by patch shuffling. The image is divided into a grid
of k× k cells, which are then randomly re-ordered.

Adversarial perturbations, finally, are a core feature to under-
standing model robustness. Users can perform projected gradient
descent (PGD) adversarial attacks [MMS∗19] on the current scene
image. To do that, they choose a model to generate the attack from,
a target class or the option to suppress the original prediction, as
well as the attack ε and Lp norm (L2 or L∞). With each but-
ton press, the user performs one PGD step with a step length of
ε/8. This perturbation is costly and cannot be performed instanta-
neously. The first step typically takes around 10 seconds on a pow-
erful consumer PC as the gradient function needs to be computed
for the current input image first. To let users inspect the effect of an
adversarial attack on the model fluidly like the other perturbation
parameters, we overlay the current input image with the perturba-
tion vector once it has been computed. This way, users can interac-
tively fade the attack alpha using a slider and observe the system’s
response instantaneously. They can also fade the original image to
inspect the perturbation vector itself.

3.3. Prediction View

The prediction view shows the top-5 classification results for each
model (Figure 2 F) either as probability or as logits. This allows the
user to observe the classification changes resulting from input per-
turbations in real-time (R3). Each model’s top result is represented
by a class image example. Perturber shows the first image of the
respective class in the ImageNet validation dataset.

3.4. Neuron Activation View

The neuron activation view is the central interface for the analysis
of how input perturbations affect the models’ hidden layers (R2).
Perturber represents neurons through feature visualizations. Fea-
ture visualizations aim at providing a lens into networks to visual-
ize what patterns certain network units respond to [OMS17]. These
patterns might be, for example, edges in a particular direction in
earlier layers (cf., Figure 4), or specific objects, like dog heads (cf.,
Figure 1) or car windows, in later layers.

Activation maps show which regions of the input image cause
the respective neuron to be activated. After experimenting with an
implementation of the gradient-based visualization method Grad-
CAM [RSG16], we decided to focus on the computationally far less
expensive activation maps showing the neuron activations for a for-
ward propagation pass. This way, neuron activations can be ob-
served instantly (R3). Input regions that highly activate the neuron
are shown in red, while blue regions cause a negative activation
(see Figure 4). As the user manipulates the input scene, the acti-
vation maps update instantaneously so that the user can observe in
real-time to which image features a neuron responds in one of the
models. For example, in Figure 4, neurons 412 and 418 of layer
mixed4a respond to oriented patterns. Rotating the textured race
car causes these two neurons to strongly change their activations.

Inception-V1 contains thousands of neurons. Clearly, it is im-
possible to show feature visualizations and interactive activation
maps for all neurons concurrently. Instead, we provide pre-selected
neuron groups and categories for each layer, which were charac-
terized into semantically meaningful neuron families in the course

Figure 4: Feature visualizations for neurons associated with com-
plex shapes and curvatures in layer mixed4a for the standard
model, as well as their activation maps for the input on the left.
Note how rotating the input model causes an activation change for
oriented shape detectors (insets on the bottom).
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of the Circuits project [CCG∗20]. In addition to these previously
presented neuron groups, we identified further sets of dog-, cat-,
race car-, and firetruck-related neurons in later layers using Sum-
mit [HPRC20]. These pre-selected neuron groups consisting of one
to up to around 70 neurons can be selected from drop-down menus
(Figure 2 D).

3.5. Model Comparison

After exploring potential sources of vulnerability, model designers
commonly fine-tune existing models using augmented training data
covering the identified vulnerability. To leverage Perturber for di-
rect comparison of robustness (R4), we employ a transfer learning
approach, which is initialized with the weights from the standard
model. This is necessary to guarantee that feature correspondence
of individual network units is kept intact. Only this way, we can as-
sume that units across models respond similarly to identical input
images.

To illustrate what individual network units respond to, Perturber
relies on feature visualizations. Feature visualizations are indepen-
dent of the input image, but they differ between models. Indeed,
Table 1 shows noticeable differences between a single neuron’s fea-
ture visualizations of three different model variations.

To showcase model comparison, Perturber already includes two
robust model variations of Inception-V1: The first model was ad-
versarially trained with projected gradient descent (PGD), which
was described by Madry et al. [MMS∗19]. Adversarial training in-
creases model robustness by incorporating strong adversarial at-
tacks into the training procedure. The second model was trained by
Stylized-ImageNet, which is a variation of ImageNet, where im-
ages were transformed into different painting styles using a style
transfer algorithm [GRM∗19]. The purpose of Stylized-ImageNet
was to induce a shape bias, while the standard ImageNet-trained
models were found to be biased unproportionally towards tex-
ture [GRM∗19]. Users can choose two models for comparison from
the interface (Figure 2 D). In addition, they can choose multiple
checkpoints along the incremental fine-tuning process to analyze
the development of the models during training. Corresponding neu-
ron activation views are then juxtaposed in the Perturber interface
for direct comparison (Figure 2 E).

4. Web-Based Implementation

Perturber runs purely on the client-side in the user’s browser and
without any server-side computations at runtime. We precomputed
all data that does not depend on interactively changeable elements
to make the UI as efficient as possible. For transfer learning,
we initialized the weights with those of the standard model (i.e.,
Inception-V1 trained on ImageNet), which were obtained through
the Lucid library [OMS17]. For adversarial fine-tuning, we used the
open-source implementation by Tsipras et al. [TSE∗19]. No layers
were frozen for transfer learning. For both fine-tuned models, we
used a learning rate of 0.003, a batch size of 128, and we trained
until the models reached a top-5 training error of around 0.5, which
took approximately 50K iterations for the adversarial fine-tuning
and around 90K iterations for the Stylized-ImageNet fine-tuning.

Table 1: Comparison between naive pixel (top) and Fourier basis
(bottom) parametrized feature visualizations of neuron 222 in layer
mixed4a for three model variations.

standard adversarial stylized

naive pixel
param.

Fourier
basis
param.

To generate feature visualization, we employed the implementa-
tion provided by the Lucid [OMS17] library. For each model, we
generated feature visualizations for 5808 neurons from the most
relevant layers (i.e., the first three convolutional layers and the con-
catenation layers at the end of each mixed-block). During fine-
tuning, we obtained feature visualizations for 17 checkpoints of ad-
versarial fine-tuning and seven checkpoints of Stylized-ImageNet
fine-tuning. For each neuron, we computed feature visualizations
using two parametrization methods – naive pixel or Fourier ba-
sis [OMS17] (see Table 1). The second performs gradient ascent
in Fourier space and leads to a more equal distribution of frequen-
cies, resulting in more naturally looking feature visualizations. We
use transformation robustness [OMS17] in addition to both meth-
ods. Without Fourier basis parametrization, the differences between
the models are more visually distinct (Table 1 top row). The com-
putation of all ∼300K generated feature visualizations required
around one month on a machine with two NVIDIA GTX 1070
GPUs. All generated feature visualizations can be downloaded
from https://github.com/stefsietz/perturber/.

Manipulation of the 3D scene, model inference based on the ren-
dered image, and computation of activation maps are performed
live in the web browser. The client relies on GPU acceleration for
both, 3D scene rendering and CNN inference. We use the WebGL-
based libraries Three.js and TensorFlow.js [STA∗19] for these
tasks, respectively. The front-end GUI is based on React.js. Input
perturbations based on post-processing effects are implemented as
multiple sequential render passes with custom GLSL shaders. For
model inference, we use Tensorflow.js [STA∗19], which enables
fast GPU-accelerated CNN inference. Tensorflow.js is also used for
computing adversarial attacks.

A major requirement of Perturber is that the effects of input per-
turbations can be observed instantaneously (R3). To assess require-
ment R3, we measured the client’s performance while constantly
orbiting the camera around the object. Figure 5 shows the recorded
frame rates for two client notebooks: a MacBook Pro 13” 2018
with Intel Iris Plus Graphics 655 (MBP) and an AORUS 15G Gam-
ing Notebook with an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 2080 Super GPU
(AORUS). It is clearly visible that the GPU of the client machine
has a strong influence on the frame rate. The application perfor-
mance also depends on the enabled visualizations, with the predic-
tion view (Section 3.3) being more computationally expensive than
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Figure 5: Performance benchmarks for four different output con-
figurations, measured on two machines (MBP or AORUS): neuron
activation view (NAV) only, or neuron activation view in combi-
nation with prediction view (NAV+PV) visualized for one or two
visualized models concurrently.

showing four live activation maps (Section 3.4). When using less
powerful client machines, users can selectively switch off views.

5. Exploration Scenario: Texture-Shape Conflict

To demonstrate the capabilities of Perturber, we selected one im-
portant aspect of robustness: the influence of shape and texture on
CNN classification results. It has been shown that CNNs are bi-
ased towards texture, which affects robustness [GRM∗19]. In this
scenario, we first aim to investigate whether this effect could have
been discovered using Perturber. Secondly, we aim to qualitatively
validate whether a more robust model variation, which was fine-
tuned using Stylized-ImageNet [GRM∗19], can improve upon this
bias.

For our first analysis, we explore the texture-shape cue conflict
through shape and texture perturbations. Figure 6 illustrates that
shape perturbations alone do not cause the standard model to pre-
dict a cat breed. However, when morphing the texture, the model
predictions switch to cat breeds – even when the object shape re-
mains unchanged. This is a first indicator that the model is indeed
much more sensitive to texture than to shape perturbations.

To further investigate the texture sensitivity of the standard
model, we replicated the patch shuffling experiment by Zhang and
Zhu [ZZ19]. Using Perturber, we can inspect single neurons’ ac-
tivations during this experiment. We illustrate our observations on
a hand-picked neuron in Figure 7, which is strongly activated by
dog faces looking to the left. Note how this neuron is activated by
strong texture contrasts, especially around the mouth of the dog.
Image regions containing ears do not activate this particular neu-
ron. For this scene, the standard model still predicts a dog breed
up to k = 7 randomly shuffled image patches. This illustrates that
the decomposed shape has indeed very little influence on the model
prediction.

In the next step, we analyze if the standard model is indeed
more sensitive to texture than the model fine-tuned on Stylized-
ImageNet [GRM∗19] by gradually removing the texture of the
main object. The predictions in Figure 8 confirm that the Stylized-
ImageNet trained model consistently predicts a dog breed, even in
the absence of a texture. The standard model, on the other hand,

shape

texture

Malinois 29%

Chesapeake Bay 
retriever 18%

Malinois 20%
German shepherd 

8%
Miniature pinscher 

16%

German shepherd 
18%

Egyptian cat 27% Tabby 18%

Border terrier 11%

Figure 6: Object morphing between dog (bottom left) and cat (top
right) along the texture dimension (y axis) and shape dimension
(x axis): Top-1 standard model predictions with their probabilities
are shown as text labels. Input images leading to cat breeds within
the top-5 or top-1 predicted classes are indicated by a yellow and
orange frame, respectively (top row).

Figure 7: Randomly shuffling the dog scene into 3 (top), 4 (mid-
dle), and 8 (bottom) patches: A dog-related neuron in mixed4b of
the standard model is activated by patches containing parts of the
dog’s face and textured body parts.

seems to rely much more on the texture. The model trained with
Stylized-ImageNet is also more sensitive to patch shuffling, which
is another indication that it relies less on texture information than
the standard model (see Section A in the Supplemental Document
for image examples).

Finally, we compare shape sensitivity between the two models.
To this end, we combine various scene perturbations to generate
a silhouette image of the dog. We then gradually change the pose
of the dog. Figure 9 shows the predictions of the standard model
and the model fine-tuned with Stylized-ImageNet. Clearly, the pre-
dictions of the standard model are unstable, especially when the
dog is directly facing the camera. The model trained with Stylized-
ImageNet, however, reliably predicts a white wolf with high proba-
bility. The activations of relevant neurons indicate that the Stylized-
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malinois 58%

Sorrel 16% Kelpie 100%

G. Shepherd 85%

Standard Stylized Training

Kelpie 70%Piggy bank 11%

Figure 8: Inspecting the shape vs. texture conflict through scene
perturbations for the standard (left) and the Stylized-ImageNet
trained model (right): while the standard model gets confused by
missing textures, the Stylized-ImageNet trained model predicts a
dog breed even if the 3D model is untextured.

ImageNet-based model has learned a more stable representation of
a frontal dog head, which also get activated by a silhouette image.

These examples illustrate that Perturber provides flexible ways to
explore and better understand potential threats to robustness, such
as the texture-shape conflict of CNNs. Section A in the supplemen-
tal document contains more exploration scenarios.

6. Case Studies

While the previous scenario investigated a known vulnerability, we
further explored whether Perturber can help to discover unknown
threats to robustness through case studies with machine learning
experts. We conducted case studies with five machine learning re-
searchers (four PhD students, one post-doctoral researcher; one fe-
male, four males). Except for one user, sessions were conducted

Ibizan hound 3%

White wolf 100%

Toilet tissue 3%

White wolf 100%

Lab coat 5%

White wolf 96%

Bonnet 8%

White wolf 99%

Standard Stylized

Figure 9: Rotating a dog silhouette: the corresponding predictions
of the standard model and the model trained on Stylized-ImageNet,
as well as activations of dog-related neurons for the front-facing
dog image in mixed4d of the standard model (left) and the robust
model (right).

individually through video conferencing and lasted approximately
one hour each. One user preferred to perform the case study offline
and sent a textual text report instead.

The researchers cover various topics of expertise in the field of
AI interpretability and the design of robust machine learning mod-
els. The concrete research areas are listed in Section B of the sup-
plemental document. Two users were involved in the co-design pro-
cess of Perturber and are co-authors of the paper. Three users were
unfamiliar with the system before the evaluation. One of these users
entered the co-design iteration process after the case study and is
also a co-author. Paper co-authorship is a common collaboration
role in design studies [SMM12].

During the video conference, the participant used the online tool
while sharing his/her screen with the first and last author. Every
session was recorded while conversations and observations were
transcribed on-the-fly or in retrospective through automatic speech-
to-text.

Every video conferencing session started with a short introduc-
tion by the participant describing his/her research focus. After-
wards, we gave a short demonstration of Perturber’s features. We
then asked the participant to shortly comment on his/her first im-
pression and his/her expected insights from the analysis. Then,
the participant freely played around with Perturber while thinking
aloud. In particular, we asked the user to always state his/her intent
before performing an action and whether he/she would have any
particular hypotheses about the response and behavior of the net-
work based on the chosen input. If a user could not find the respec-
tive functionality of the tool, the first and/or last author provided
oral assistance. At the end of the study, the user was encouraged
to summarize his/her impressions, the potential benefits of the tool,
and to provide suggestions for improvements.

6.1. Observations and Feedback

Users praised the fact that Perturber works “live” and therefore al-
lows for ad-hoc exploratory analyses. They liked that Perturber
allows to play around with simple examples to quickly find pat-
terns and form hypotheses. Generally, the main focus of the ex-
ploratory analyses was trying to identify input perturbations where
a model would respond unexpectedly. One user described this pro-
cess as trying to answer the following questions: “How can I break
a model? What do I need to do so that the resulting prediction is
wrong?” For example, three users were surprised to see how vul-
nerable the adversarially trained model seems to be to some geo-
metric changes, such as zooming or rotating. Two users also dis-
covered a high sensitivity of adversarially trained models to back-
ground modifications, as illustrated in Figure 10. The live approach
was praised in particular for cases without a clear ground truth,
such as object morphing (Figure 6). Such scenarios would not be
possible to assess quantitatively without human subject studies. Be-
ing able to quickly generate hypotheses that could then be formally
tested in a more controlled setting was considered very useful.

We also observed indications that Perturber is practically helpful
for visual confirmation. For example, using the model predictions
and activations of selected neurons, one user verified that adversar-
ial attacks only affect the standard model. He also observed how
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Racer 59%

Racer 72% Goldfinch 61%

Lawn mower 27%

Standard Adversarially Trained

Figure 10: Blurring the background of the race car has little influ-
ence on the standard model’s predictions (left). The adversarially
trained model (right) is very sensitive to the chosen background.
The probability for “racer” is 11% with a grass background and
7% with a uniform green background.

animal-related neurons of the standard model got activated during
an attack with the target class “badger” (Figure 11). Not all assump-
tions were actually confirmed. For example, one user expected that
the model trained on Stylized-ImageNet would be noticeably more
vulnerable to image blur than the standard model. Unexpectedly,
the model’s responses were not more sensitive to blur than the stan-
dard model’s for the chosen input scene (see Section A in the sup-
plemental document).

Finally, a user pointed out that playing around with Perturber
would let non-experts get an intuition how easily CNNs are
fooled. For example, one user demonstrated how the standard

Standard Adversarially Trained

Fire engine 56%

Badger 14%

Fire engine 13%

Snowplow 10%

mixed4b

172 172207 207

Figure 11: Adversarial attack with target class “badger” on the
fire truck scene (top) and the effect on two cat-related neurons
in layer mixed4b for the standard model (left) and adversarially
trained model (right): As the attack strength is increased (bottom),
activations of some standard model neurons increase while the ac-
tivations of the adversarially trained model are hardly affected. The
prediction probabilities for the fire engine decrease to 0.1% for the
standard model and to 6% for the adversarially trained model after
the attack.

model sometimes rapidly changes its predictions during a simple
translation of the dog. Another expert demonstrated that a rotation
of the dog along the z-axis in combination with an unusual back-
ground (street) was sufficient to disturb the adversarially trained
model. Accordingly, he stated that Perturber could be informative
for “people fearing that AI will take over the world”.

A comprehensive list of observations reported by the individual
users can be found in Section B of the supplemental document.
Overall, the most frequently performed perturbations leading to the
most interesting observations in our case studies were 1) geometric
transformations, such as object rotation, zooming, and translation,
2) modification of the background, 3) combinations of (1) and (2),
as well as 4) object morphing. The prediction view was perceived
as giving instant, easily interpretable, and useful feedback. It was
thus the primary view to observe model behavior. Feature visual-
izations were considered useful to characterize the difference be-
tween the models. Participants described feature visualizations of
the adversarially trained model as more “intuitive” or “cartoonish”
compared to the corresponding standard model’s neurons. One par-
ticipant found feature visualizations sometimes hard to interpret.
One recommendation therefore was to additionally show strongly
activating natural image examples from a dataset.

6.2. Quantitative Evaluation of User Observations

We performed quantitative measurements to see whether what
users observed visually can be replicated with systematically varied
input scenes, natural images, and a different network architecture.
Specifically, we used the pre-trained ResNet50 from the torchvision
library of PyTorch [PGM∗19] as the standard model. For compari-
son, we used weights of an adversarially trained version of the same
model from the robustness library [EIS∗19] (ResNet50 ImageNet
L2-norm ε 3/255).

First, we investigated the adversarially trained model’s sensi-
tivity to background changes, which was reported by two users
in the case study. For verification, we performed the Background
Challenge by Xiao et al. [XEIM20], where a model is tested with
(natural image) adversarial backgrounds. The adversarially trained
model can only correctly predict 12.3% under background varia-
tions. The standard model achieves 22.3% accuracy. Using this test
dataset, random guessing would yield 11.1% accuracy [XEIM20].
This shows that the robustified network is considerably more sus-
ceptible to adversarial backgrounds than the standard model.

Second, we tested if the adversarially trained model is indeed
more sensitive to geometric scene transformations than the stan-
dard model (reported by three users). In particular, we looked into
camera rotation. We generated a synthetic dataset, where we ren-
dered the four 3D models provided in Perturber from seven yaw
angles, ranging from -70◦to 70◦ (Figure 12a), two pitch angles,
and two distances of the camera to the object, as shown in Figure
12b. In total, we generated 28 views for each of the four 3D models.

To compare how much the predictions fluctuate, we chose a pro-
totype view with a yaw angle of -23.3◦for each of the four pitch /
distance combinations and 3D model (Figure 12b). For each of the
16 resulting prototypes, the logits of the top-10 classes served as
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(a)

(b)

Figure 12: Seven yaw angles variations (a) tested for four proto-
type views (b) per model (two of the four models are shown here).
The prototype view in (a) is highlighted.

ground truth vector l?10. For the 16 prototype views, we then calcu-
lated a fluctuation score fp:

fp = ∑
y

‖l?10− ly10‖2

s(l?n)
, (1)

where l?10 are the top-10 predictions of the prototype view, ly10 is
the logit vector of these 10 classes for the view associated with yaw
y, and s(l?n) is the standard deviation of the logits of all n classes in
the prototype view. In other words, the fluctuation score measures
how strongly the logits of the top-10 prototype classes diverge in
the rotated input images.

Figure 13 shows the average fluctuation score of all 28 prototype
views. The fluctuation scores are considerably higher for the adver-
sarially trained model for three of the four 3D models. This verifies
that the adversarially trained model can be indeed more vulnerable
to rotations of the main object.

Figure 13: Average yaw fluctuation scores for the standard model
and the adversarially trained model across the four 3D models.
Error bars show the standard deviation.

7. Discussion & Conclusions

We showed that interactive perturbations in combination with live
activations can be an effective method to explore potential vulner-
abilities of CNNs and to perform qualitative evaluations of more
robust model variations. In an exploration scenario, we could repli-
cate the known texture-shape conflict [GRM∗19] through multiple
perturbation examples. Machine learning experts participating in
our case study observed a variety of known but also unexpected
network behaviors. They could successfully replicate known CNN
properties, such as models’ varying sensitivity to adversarial at-
tacks or patch shuffling, using our synthetic input scenes. In ad-
dition, our quantitative post-study experiments of selected user ob-
servations could replicate their observations using a different net-
work architecture and natural images. Through these experiments,
we demonstrated vulnerabilities of adversarially trained models to
background modifications and yaw rotations of the main object
that, to the best of our knowledge, have not been discussed yet in
the machine learning community.

The majority of insights reported by our users were based on
observations how the model predictions changed when perturbing
the image. This implies that the principle of live input perturbations
could also be useful for pure black-box models. To get a better intu-
ition about which image features are influential for the model’s final
decision, our exploration scenarios indicate that neuron activations
are also essential. But due to the large number of logical neuron
units distributed among multiple layers, it can be time-consuming
to find a set of neurons that eventually is affected strongly by the
performed input perturbation. In the future, we thus plan to investi-
gate alternative methods to select the displayed neurons in the neu-
ron activation view. Also visual guidance to support the discovery
of potentially harmful perturbation factors would be helpful. How-
ever, traditional guidance mechanisms may require costly compu-
tation, which will hamper interactivity (R3). Effective guidance
mechanisms can therefore be considered interesting future work.
Another interesting line of future work would be the support for
encoder-decoder architectures, used prominently for semantic seg-
mentation and image translation tasks among others. This could be
facilitated by replacing the prediction view with a continuously up-
dating display of the generated image.
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